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Divestment 
 

The process of selling an asset to 
advance social goals 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In response to increased concern about climate change and the impact on the environment by coal, oil and gas companies, a divestment campaign is underway urging governments and institutions to divest in investments held in the top 200 publicly-traded companies that hold the majority of coal, oil and gas reserves.  The Mayor’s Innovation Project along with 350.org would like leaders to immediately freeze any new investment in fossil fuel companies, and divest from direct ownership and in any commingled funds that include fossil fuel public equities and corporate bonds within 5 years.  Campaign literature states that while divestment campaigns do have an economic impact, divestment isn’t primarily an economic strategy, but rather a moral and political strategy used to cause societal change through discussion.As a member of the Mayor’s Innovation Project, Mayor Piercy has pledged to “work to divest the City’s holdings from fossil fuel stocks within the next five years”.Tonight, my presentation is going to focus on the city’s investments and options that the council would have for pursuing fossil fuel divestment, if you choose to go in that direction.
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Presentation Notes
I am going to start with a little bit of background on our city investments.For purposes of investing city funds, we pool all of our cash from operations in all funds.  We take the cash that comes in from property tax dollars, fees for recreation classes, SDC payments, parking fees, airport Passenger Facility Charges, and so on, and we commingle it for investment purposes.  This allows us to get economies of scale from our investment activities.
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Presentation Notes
When we invest funds, we use these objectives, in priority order.  Safety always comes first, as we  want to be able to tell our stakeholders that we have the dollars that they provided to for us to use from sources like  taxes, grants, user fees and we are able to use those dollars to further the various city programs and services.Next is liquidity or the ability to access cash when needed.  As we are essentially a “buy and hold” investor, we do not want to have to sell a security at a loss to pay our bills, be it a vendor or an employee, we want to have the cash flow readily available to do so.Finally, after safety and liquidity are met, the last objective is yield, or achieving a market rate of return on the funds.
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Presentation Notes
In support of those objectives, the city is restricted to what types of financial instruments we can invest in by the 3 boxes you see at the top of the slide:City Code Section 2.530 states the finance officer may invest surplus $ of the city in securities as specified in ORS.Oregon Revised Statutes (section 294) governs the types of investments the city can make, along with a number of other limitations.The City also has an investment policy that further defines allowable investments.Investment types that are allowed are include Treasury Notes, Federal Agencies, municipal bonds, bank accounts, certificates of deposit, and corporate indebtedness of highly rated companies.  Under state statue the City cannot invest in equity securities wherein the City would own a share of the company.  We allowed to hold corporate bonds or commercial paper of a corporation, otherwise known as corporate indebtedness.  This would be where a corporation borrows money and pledges to repay it with interest, similar to when the City issues bonds for a major projects. While these restrictions narrow the available investment choices, they help to ensure the objectives are met in priority order.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
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Presentation Notes
So what is the City’s exposure to fossil fuel investments under our current practices.While the city is permitted under statue to hold corporate bonds in fossil fuel companies, the city currently does not hold corporate indebtedness in any fossil fuel company and has not done so for some time.  The Council could choose to impact future direct investments by directing the City Manager to add a provision to the investment policy prohibiting direct investment in fossil fuel companies.The city is indirectly invested in fossil fuel investment through participation in the LGIP (local government investment pool).  I do need to state a correction to the AIS in regards to the size of the Oregon Short Term Fund portfolio – the total holdings at the end of October were $12.1 Billion, with fossil fuel investments at $172.8 million or about 1.4% of the total portfolio.  As the City had $36.8 million in the pool as of the end of December, our indirect exposure was about $526,000.  While the city could invest funds currently held at the LGIP elsewhere and close our pool account, the city would earn a lower rate of return and lose some of the benefits of diversification from our participation.  Our alternate investment choices would make our portfolio less safe and liquid and would reduce the portfolio’s yield, all in conflict with our investment objectives. Placing more funds in a bank wouldn’t guarantee to lessen our exposure as banks loan out customer deposits to both individuals and businesses and it isn’t possible to know if city funds are exposed thru that mechanism. Placing more funds in government securities would increase our already significant exposure in that category while placing more funds in corporate indebtedness exposes our portfolio to more risk.Finally, the third exposure is through funds invested on behalf of City employees and retirees through PERS and the City’s Deferred Compensation Plan.  These funds aren’t City funds but are held in trust for the beneficiaries and the city does not have direct control over the management of those funds.  The fiduciaries that control those funds are the PERS Board at the state level and Deferred Compensation Board at the city level.  Fiduciaries are held to high standards of law in managing those funds and may never subordinate the economic interests of the plan to unrelated objectives unless the investment alternatives are of equal economic value to a plan.  The City Council could write letters to the Deferred Comp Board and PERS Board/Oregon Investment Council urging them to divest.In speaking with state treasury staff recently about divestment, they provided this letter from State Treasurer Ted Wheeler to Portland Mayor Hales on divestment of state funds from fossil fuel companies.   As you can see from this letter, while Mr. Wheeler supports transitioning to more climate friendly renewable energy for our environment he does not support immediate divestment of state funds so as to not undermine current portfolio diversity and also from a fiduciary perspective. He states that as the world transitions from fossil fuels, investments will transition as well but in the short term a globally diversified portfolio  will hold some fossil fuels.   In the interim, Mr. Wheeler looks to alternative measures and advocacy such as investing in clean energy private equity funds, proxy powers as shareholders and working with businesses to increase the demand for less-polluting energy. *******************Staff Note - Fiduciary:  acting in a financial interest with a duty to beneficiaries by manage the plan for the financial benefit of all participants.  Fiduciaries are held to a higher standard of common law using prudence, loyalty & impartiality.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I just talked about the three areas under the City of Eugene’s influence but what are others doing – the jurisdictions shown here have taken some form of action.  There is a range of activity and range in size of portfolios affected including some jurisdictions with little or no fossil fuel exposure.Direct Investment9 jurisdictions  have taken action prohibiting future direct investment in fossil fuel companies.  3  have passed resolutions urging investment officers to divest and 13 have taken no action.Indirect Investments3 jurisdictions have passed resolutions prohibiting future investment in indirect or co-mingled assets, 2 have urged action by their treasurers and 1 jurisdiction is evaluating the impact of such action.   Beneficiary InvestmentsTwelve jurisdictions have sent letters to their local, county or state retirement boards urging them to divest and additionally, Seattle has written a letter to their deferred compensation committee. So there is a  range of actions taken and range in size of portfolios affected including some jurisdictions with little or no fossil fuel exposure.That wraps up the overview for this evening leaving the remainder of your time for questions and discussion.
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